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Abstract 

 
The application of adaptive filtering for the suppression of 
naturally occurring clutter in infrared images generated by 
a dual-band imaging sensor is investigated. Two natural 
occurring clutter types, namely sea and cloud clutter are 
examined in detail. The LMS FIR filtering technique is 
evaluated against these clutter types. By applying a 1 × 1 
(1 filter tap) adaptive filter on a per row basis to sea and 
cloud clutter scenarios, target signal-to-clutter-ratio gains 
of between 70 % and 180 % were obtained. 
 

1. Introduction 
 
The goal [1] of any target tracking system is to detect and 
track the target successfully under non-ideal, real-world 
situations. A tracking system utilizing an infrared sensor 
for target detection and tracking has to deal with changing 
target parameters (aspect angle, engine setting, velocity, 
acceleration etc.) and changing environmental conditions 
(clutter, temperature, etc.). Natural clutter backgrounds 
place heavy demands on tracking and detection 
algorithms, usually executed in the IR band. Examples 1 
are same-contrast tracking/detection (figure 1) and heavy 
clutter conditions (figure 2).  
 

  
Figure 1: The IR (left) intensity of the target is the 
same as the cloud’s IR intensity. The target is however 
clearly visible in the visual band (right). 
 
 
                                                 
1 All images generated by Kentron’s SIMIS simulation 
environment.  

 
Figure 2: A target over sea clutter. The target is visible 
in the middle of the IR image (left). 
 
An adaptive filtering technique (similar to [2] and [3]) is 
proposed here to lessen the impact of clutter on the 
detection and tracking algorithms, for both small and 
large targets, by adaptively combining images from both 
the IR and visual bands, formed by a dual-band infrared 
imaging sensor. 
 

2. Adaptive filtering 
 
Adaptive filters were first introduced by Widrow, Glover, 
et al [4] and are typically used in situations where the 
noise in the working environment is non-stationary. 
Normal Wiener filters are not suitable for these situations, 
since the filter frequency response is static and the noise 
itself can fall within the same frequency band as the 
signal.  
 
The basic principle of adaptive filtering is shown in figure 
3. The adaptive filter is used to filter the reference 
interference signal to match the interference in the signal 
source. The output of the adaptive filter is then subtracted 
from the source input signal. The filter is adjusted 
continuously to adapt to the changing noise environment.   
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Figure 3: The adaptive filter concept 
 



The LMS FIR adaptive filtering technique is based on the 
premise that the input signal power is not affected when 
adjusting the filter to minimize the power in the output 
signal.  
 
This can be illustrated as follows. From figure 3 the 
output (z) is defined as: 

ynsz −+= 0 ,                      (1) 

 
with y the filter output. By squaring, we obtain: 
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By taking the expected value (mean) on both sides of 
equation 2, and assuming that the input signal is 
uncorrelated with the input noise and hence the output of 
the adaptive filter, we obtain: 
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Thus the signal power is not affected when we adjust the 
filter to minimize the power in the output signal: 
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An adjustable linear combiner is used to realize the LMS 
FIR adaptive filter. Defining the time -indexed input 
vector Xj as: 

]...[ 21 njjjj xxxX = ,                       (5) 

 
and the weight vector W j (also time indexed) as: 

]...[ 21 njjjj wwwW = ,                       (6) 

 
the output of the filter is the matrix product of Xj and W j: 

T
jjj WXy = .                         (7) 

 
The error signal (e j) is defined as the difference between 
the desired behavior d j (signal + noise) and the output of 
the filter (y j): 

T
jjjjjj WXdyde −=−= .                         (8) 

 
The weight vector (W j) is adjusted by minimizing the 
MSE in the filter output signal (e j). This is accomplished 
by differentiating the MSE, setting it equal to zero and 
solving for the optimum weight vector (W*). This 
optimum weight vector is given by the Wiener-Hopf 
equation: 

PRW 1* −= ,                         (9) 
 
with R the autocorrelation matrix of the input signal (Xj) 
and P the correlation matrix of the input signal (Xj) and 
the desired behavior (d j). Matrix inversion is 

computationally intensive and therefore Widrow and Hoff 
suggested an estimation, which is based on a gradient 
descent method. The gradient descent method assumes 
that the instantaneous error (e j) is an estimate of the MSE. 
The new weight vector is now given by a recursive 
equation (10) that integrates the error over time, thereby 
converging the weight vector to the same point in space as 
the Wiener-Hopf equation. 

jjjj XeWW µ21 +=+ .                         (10) 

 
The µ-parameter controls the stability of the LMS FIR 
adaptive filter, as well as the conversion rate of the weight 
vector to the optimal weight vector for the current 
environmental situation. For guaranteed stability the µ-
parameter must conform to the following constraint: 
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with λmax being the largest eigenvalue of the 
autocorrelation matrix (R).  
 

3. Natural clutter characteristics 
 
The most common clutter types encountered in the IR 
imaging environment are sea, cloud and ground clutter. 
Only sea and cloud clutter will be examined.  
 
4.1. Sea clutter 
 
The characteristics of sea clutter can vary widely due to 
the following: 

• Sun angle 
• Temperature 
• Time of day 
• Wind speed 
• Height above sea level.  

 
Figure 4 shows how different sea clutter looks at different 
sun angles.  
 
Sea clutter, however, does show good cross correlation 
between the IR and visual bands (figure 5 and 6). Good 
results can therefore be anticipated when using adaptive 
filtering to counter sea clutter. 



 
Figure 4: The characteristics of the sea background 
changes dramatically in both the IR (left-hand 
column) and visual bands (right-hand column), with 
the difference in sun angle and time of day (07:00 
(top), 08:00 (middle), 09:00 (bottom).  
 
 

 
Figure 5: The two-dimensional histogram of the 07:00 
sea-clutter in figure 4. Notice the strong IR and visual 
band relationship. 
 

 
Figure 6: The cross correlation graph for the 07:00 sea 
clutter of figure 4. The IR and visual components of 
sea clutter shows a strong correlation.  
 
4.2. Cloud clutter 
 
The characteris tics of cloud clutter can vary widely due to 
the following: 

• Sun angle 
• Cloud type 
• Wind speed 
• Distance 

 
Figure 7 shows different cloud conditions, due to sun 
angle.  
 

 
Figure 7: Cloud IR (left column) and visual (right 
column) characteristics for different lighting 
conditions: backlit clouds (top and middle) and 
normal clouds (bottom). 



Cloud clutter, like sea clutter also shows good cross 
correlation between the IR and visual bands (figure 8 and 
9). The smooth nature of clouds, however, results in a 
much more flatter cross correlation graph (compared to 
sea clutter). Reasonable results can also be expected when 
using adaptive filtering to counter cloud clutter. 
 

 
Figure 8: The two-dimensional histogram for the 
backlit cloud clutter in figure 7.  Notice the strong IR 
and visual band relationship. 
 

 
Figure 9: The cross correlation graph for the backlit 
clouds in figure 7. 
 

4. Implementation 
 
For the evaluation of the adaptive filtering technique a 
bank of adaptive filters (as in figure 10), was used. This 
architecture lends itself to an efficient parallel 
implementation for both line and matrix sensors.  
 
The sharp correlation between the IR and visual bands for 
the sea clutter (figure 6) indicates that the filter kernel for 
each adaptive filter should be as small as possible, as little 
cross-correlation information is available to the filtering 
process in the surrounding pixels of the pixel under test. 

A small filter kernel will also prevent the defocusing of 
the target pixels when filtering the IR images adaptively. 
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Figure 10: The row adaptive filter architecture. Each 
row of the visual image is filtered independently with 
its own adaptive filter.    
 
The architecture in figure 10 was implemented in the 
simulation environment as an array of 1 × 1 (1 filter tap) 
adaptive filters and was evaluated against two different 
scenarios. The first being a cloud scenario where a side-
on target crosses a backlit cloud, and the second being a 
look-down scenario of a target over a sea background. 
100 frames of each scenario were used in the evaluation. 
A constant adaption factor (µ) of 100 x 10-12 was used, a 
factor 10 inside the constraints of equation 11.  
 
For each frame in the series a signal-to-clutter-ratio (SCR) 
(equation 12) as well as normalized delta between the 
target and background means were calculated (equation 
13): 
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with µtarget and µbackground the mean intensity of the target 
and background, and σbackground the background’s  standard 
deviation. 
 
The comparative SCR’s of the IR and filtered images 
measures the amount the adaptive filtering process 
compresses the variance of the background. An increase 
in the SCR for a target indicates that the energy of the 
surrounding clutter in the image has decreased. The 
comparative normalized delta mean measure estimates the 
improvement in contrast between the target and the 
background. A normalized delta mean close to 1.0 
indicates that the clutter signal’s mean is dwarfed by the 
target’s intensity. 
  
A median-based segmentation method was applied to the 
filtered image to identify the target pixels, and hence the 
background pixels as well. The target mean and 
background mean and standard deviation were then 
calculated for both the IR and filtered images. 
 

5. Results 
 
A sample (IR, visual and filtered images) from each of the 
two clutter scenarios is shown in figure 11. The SCR and 
normalized delta mean plots for each of the clutter 
scenarios are shown in figures 12 to 15. Table 1 
summarizes the results for the two clutter scenarios. 
 
  

 
Figure 11: Image samples from the cloud (left-hand 
column) and sea (right-hand column) clutter 
scenarios. A noticeable improvement in target clarity 
is observed, when comparing the IR (top) and filtered 
(bottom) images. The visual band image is in the 
middle. 

 
Figure 12: The cloud scenario’s IR and filtered SCR. 
 



 
Figure 13: The cloud scenario’s IR and filtered 
normalized delta means. 
 

 
Figure 14: The sea scenario’s IR and filtered SCR. 
 

 
Figure 15: The sea scenario’s IR and filtered 
normalized delta means. 
 
 
 
 

Scenario SCR average 
improvement 

SCR Improvement 
factor 

Cloud clutter 5.0 ± 1.4 2.8 
Sea clutter 3.1 ± 0.5 1.7 
   
Table 1: Summarized results for the two clutter 
scenarios.  
 
 

6. Conclusion 
 
A large improvement (between 70 to 180 %) in the SCR 
for both the cloud and sea clutter scenarios (figures 12 
and 14) was seen, indicating that the energy in the clutter 
signals was attenuated dramatically.  
 
The normalized delta mean plots indicates that the clutter 
is all but eliminated, since the clutter mean drops to zero 
(i.e. normalized delta mean tends to 1), while target mean 
is preserved after the filtering process. 
 
The adaptive filtering technique shows great promise and 
the application of this filtering process to other clutter 
types, e.g. ground and man-made clutter should be 
investigated. 
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